Data sheet construction panel system

Clay dry construction panel acc. to. DVL TM 07 (type A), system
TOSKANA
Dry construction panel as mounting aid for electrical resistor cable.
For montage to ceiling.
properties
clay dry construction panel with pressed-in grooved
structure for laying of electrical resistor cable of
system TOSKANA. With pressed-in glassfibre-grid. For
installation to ceiling, onto wooden substucture. Asa
base for ArgillaTherm clay-upper plaster No. 1-2.
composition
wooden grid, sands, clays, hemp fibres, glassfibre grid

Key figures
measurements
Size accuracy
weight panel / m²
max. cable capacity per m²
Compressive strength
Tensile strength in bending
Bulk density
Steam diffusion resistance
Reaction to fire classification
Thermal conductivity of clay
Thermal conductivity of wood
material
abrasion
Steam sorption grade
Desiccation shrinkage degree

375 x 375 x 25 mm
± 0,5 mm
5,58 kg / 39,70 kg
11,8 m
minimum 2,5 N / mm²
minimum 4,5 N/mm²
1.745 kg/m³
mind. μ = 5/10
A1
1,05 W/mK
0,14 W/mK

1

≤ 0,7
WS III
≤2%

Forms of delivery
packages
1 palette à 180 panels

content Reach in system
180
25,315 m²
pieces

Article number
ESBP000181

Measurements including palette approx.120 x 80 x 95 cm (length x width x height) with edge protection
and cardboard cover. Weight incl. palette approx. 1.034 kg.
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storage
The material is indefinitely storable at dry storage.
application
clay dry-construction panel for creation of clay-dry- plaster, as mounting aid for ArgillaTherm electrical
resistor
cable
and
as
subsurface
for
ArgillaTherm
clay-upper
plaster
No.
1-2.
Vreate a sufficiently viable and even surface, e.g.out of laths 2 x 4 and 2,2cm ESB-panels..Install Toskana
panels to it gaplessly, while fastening it at the centre ofe very panel and where the cross joint is formed.
Subsequently lay electrical resistor cable and cover with ArgillaTherm clay-upper plaster No. 1-2. The
panels can be cut using an angle grinder or a circular saw bench (recommended saw blade: ODESSÖ DP HKS
250x2,4/1), holes can be drilled with a diamond studded drill bit.
For more accurate processing directions please refer to the TOSKANA system instruction manual.
subsurface
The subsurface must be sufficiently viable and even. Generally use ESB-Plus oder OSB panels, which are tob
e handled by tongue and groove connection, as a substructure.
For construction parts that are not in direct contact with outdoor air there is usually no need for thermal
insulation. In case of doubt please refer to our technical experts.
System components
ArgillaTherm electrical resistorcable
Electrical resistor cable for fabrication as a heating tool in system TOSKANA.
ArgillaTherm clay-upper plaster No. 1-2
Maschinengängige Lehmputz- Fertigmischung gem. DIN 18947.
ArgillaTherm clay-finish plaster No. 2-2
Ready-mix for creation of white clay thin-layer coating according to DVL TM 06. zur Erstellung einer weißen
Lehm-Dünnlagenbeschichtung nach DVL TM 06.
Thermostat AT-3D
Thermostat according to DIN EN 60730, fire classification II, for finery and flush mounting.
Unterputzmontage.
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Working conditions for construction and application areas of our
products are very various. In our technical data sheets, we can
only provide basic processing guidelines. These comply with our
current state of knowledge. Planners and processors are
obligated to examine suitability and potential applications for the
intended use. For application scenarios that are not expressly
mentioned in our data sheets, planners and processors are
obligated to refer to the ArgillaTherm® application technology. If
the processor uses the product beyond the area of application in
the instruction manual, without previous consultation of the
ArgillaTherm® application technology, they are completely liable
for the potential resulting damages. All herein contained
descriptions, sketches, photographies, data, conditions, weights
etc. can be changed without prior notice and do not represent
contractual agreements of the of the products characteristics.
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Possible patent rights as well as existing laws and regulations
are to be considered by the recipient of our product under their
own responsibility. The reference of brand names of other
companies does not act as a recommendation and does not rule
out the use of other similar products, if they have not been
classified for application with our products in the system. Our
information solely describes characteristics and benefits of our
product and does not provide a guarantee. A guarantee for
specific properties or the suitability of the product for a certain
purpose cannot be derived from our information. We only
assume liability for incomplete or incorrect statements within
our informational material in case of gross culpability ( intent or
severe negligence); possible demands of the product liability
law remain unaffected.
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